
UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D C 20555-0001 

Adele Kushner 
319 Wynn Lake Circle 
Alto, GA 30510 

Dear Ms. Kushner: 

May 14, 2002 

Thank you for your concerns, expressed in your recent postcard to Chairman Meserve 
on nuclear power plant safety. We understand and share your concerns with regard to 
nuclear security. You may find it helpful to know that nuclear facilities are robust structures 
and include redundant safety equipment. For decades, security against sabotage has been 
an important part of the NRC's activities and our licensees' responsibilities. On September 11, 
nuclear facilities went to the highest level of security and since then licensees have taken 
additional actions to strengthen security even further. This includes increased patrols, 
augmented security forces and capabilities, additional security posts, heightened coordination 
with law enforcement and military authorities and limited access of personnel and vehicles to 
the site. 

As one of its top priorities, the NRC initiated a comprehensive review of every aspect of 
its safeguards and security requirements. New requirements to bolster defenses resulting 
from the review have been incorporated in orders issued to all nuclear power plant licensees. 

Your comments are important to us and we thank you for sharing them with us. 
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The recent jet-bombings of ciYJ!iarl targe~&' st U.S. 

nuclear security standards writtEl'rln 19~m a light. 
Our 35-year·old regulations were written before tb world 
knew crimes of the magnitude of. t~ 'bbni~hg§'- Okla· 
homa City, at the World Trade Cent~~ ery heart 
of our military, The Pentagon. Before Chernobyl and Tokai 
were realities. 
• History demands nuclear security be strengthened and 
has placed the responsibility and leadership squarely into 
your hands. Hardening of U.S. nuclear installations, par
ticularly spent fuel storage, is urgent. Only with great vi
sion and courage can we meet the monumental challenge 
to secure the U.S. nuclear complex. May you have both. 

Respectfully, 

~ 

~"· ~ Ms Adele Kushner 
319Wynn Lake Cir 
Alto GA 30510 
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Sincerely, 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook 

~HAIRMAN RICHARD A. MESERVE 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Washington; D.C. 20555 



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON.DC. 20555-0001 

Jo Ann Lanier 

618 Mclaws Street 
Savannah, GA 31405 

Dear Ms. Lanier: 

May 14, 2002 

Thank you for your concerns, expressed in your recent postcard to Chairman Meserve 
on nuclear power plant safety. We understand and share your concerns with regard to 
nuclear security. You may find it helpful to know that nuclear facilities are robust structures 
and include redundant safety equipment. For decades, security against sabotage has been 
an important part of the NRC's activities and our licensees' responsibilities. On September 11, 
nuclear facilities went to the highest level of security and since then licensees have taken 
additional actions to strengthen security even further. This includes increased patrols, 
augmented security forces and capabilities, additional security posts, heightened coordination 
with law enforcement and military authorities and limited access of personnel and vehicles to 
the site. 

As one of its top priorities, the NRC initiated a comprehensive review of every aspect of 
its safeguards and security requirements. New requirements to bolster defenses resulting 
from the review have been incorporated in orders issued to all nuclear power plant licensees. 

Your comments are important to us and we thank you for sharing them with us. 
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Sincerely, 

Dear Dr. Meserve, ~4~ 
The recent jet-bombings of civ»~n'targe~-iast U.S: 

nuclear security standards writte~!n' 1967 in a dim light. 
Our 35-year-old regulations were Written before the world; 
knew crimes of the magnitude of the 66moings in Okla; 
homa City, at the World Trade Center and at the very heart 
of our military, The Pentagon. Before Chernobyl and T okai ! 
were realities. 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook 

History demands nuclear security be strengthened and 
has placed the responsibility and leadership squarely into ..:.. _ ~~- . • • _ . - . - -- _ - ~ -~~ 
your hands. Hardening of U.S. nuclear i~S!allations, pa~- CHAIRMAN RICHARD A. MESERVE 
ticularly spent fuel storage, is urgent. Ono/twith great vi
sion and courage can we meet the monumental challenge 
to secure the U.S. nuclear complex. ~ou have both. 

~ _ .... 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, DC. 205S5-0001 

Jody Lanier 
618 Mclaws Street 
Savannah, GA 31405 

Dear Ms. Lanier: 

May 14, 2002 

Thank you for your concerns, expressed in your recent postcard to Chairman Meserve 
on nuclear power plant safety. We understand and share your concerns with regard to 
nuclear security. You may find it helpful to know that nuclear facilities are robust structures 
and include redundant safety equipment. For decades, security against sabotage has been 
an important part of the NRC's activities and our licensees' responsibilities. On September 11, 
nuclear facilities went to the highest level of security and since then licensees have taken 
additional actions to strengthen security even further. This includes increased patrols, 
augmented security forces and capabilities, additional security posts, heightened coordination 
with law enforcement and military authorities and limited access of personnel and vehicles to 
the site. 

As one of its top priorities, the NRC initiated a comprehensive review of every aspect of 
its safeguards and security requirements. New requirements to bolster defenses resulting 
from the review have been incorporated in orders issued to all nuclear power plant licensees. 

Your comments are important to us and we thank you for sharing them with us. 

Dear Dr. Meserve, . ;-- ,~\~A f:1 G , 
The recent jet-bombings of civili . _ r:targets_ipaSi, ,s. 

nuclear security standards written i 1967 in a aim lil'lht 
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Our 35-year-old regulations were wntten before·th.e w9lld 
knew crimes of the magnitude of the oombing~inr0'kla
homa City, at the World Trade Center and'antT9VerY heart 
of our military, The Pentagon. Before Chernobyl and Tokai 
were realities. 

History demands nuclear security be strengthened and 
has placed the responsibility and leadership squarely into 
your hands. Hardening of U.S. nuclear installations, par
ticularly spent fuel storage, is urgent. Only with great vi
sion and courage can we meet the monumental challenge 
to secure the U.S. nuclear complex. May you have both. 

~;. :!".:Mos 

Sincerely, 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook 
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CHAIRMAN RICHARD A. MESERVE l 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Washington, D.C. 20555 



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, DC 20555-0001 

Joanne Steele 
320 Sal Mountain River Rd. 
Sautee-Nacoochee, GA 30571 

Dear Ms. Steele: 

May 14, 2002 

Thank you for your concerns, expressed in your recent postcard to Chairman Meserve 
on nuclear power plant safety. We understand and share your concerns with regard to 
nuclear security. You may find it helpful to know that nuclear facilities are robust structures 
and include redundant safety equipment. For decades, security against sabotage has been 
an important part of the NRC's activities and our licensees' responsibilities. On September 11, 
nuclear facilities went to the highest level of security and since then licensees have taken 
additional actions to strengthen security even further. This includes increased patrols, 
augmented security forces and capabilities, additional security posts, heightened coordination 
with law enforcement and military authorities and limited access of personnel and vehicles to 
the site. 

As one of its top priorities, the NRC initiated a comprehensive. review of every aspect of 
its safeguards and security requirements. New requirements to bolster defenses resulting 
from the review have been incorporated in orders issued to all nuclear power plant licensees. 

Your comments are important to us and we thank you for sharing them with us. 

-Dear Dr. Meserve, . '<':''\ P&oc 
The recent jet-bombings of CP/1liaB Wg~. ast U.S. 

nuclear security standards wr" fa'n in 19'i3'7 in a:] im light. 
Our 35-year-old regulations w .:~wijtten :befo@ he world 
knew crimes of the magnitude th~1981[1b1 s in Okla· 
homa City, at the World Trade eente the very heart 
of our military, The Pentagon. Before Chernobyl and Tokai 
were realities. 

History demands nuclear security be strengthened and 
has placed the responsibility and leadership squarely into 
your hands. Hardening of U.S. nuclear installations, par
ticularly spent fuel storage, is urgent. Only with great vi
sion and courage can we meet the monumental challenge 
to secure the U.S. nuclear complex. May you have both. 
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Sincerely, 

~v~-~ 
Annette L. Vietti-Cook 

CHAIRMAN RICHARD A. MESERVE 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Washington, D.C. 20555 
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Bobbie Williams 

205 W. Gwinnett Street 

Savannah, GA 31401 

Dear Ms. Williams: 

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. DC 20555-0001 

May 14, 2002 

Thank you for your concerns, expressed in your recent postcard to Chairman Meserve 
on nuclear power plant safety. We understand and share your concerns with regard to 
nuclear security. You may find it helpful to know that nuclear facilities are robust structures 
and include redundant safety equipment. For decades, security against sabotage has been 
an important part of the NRC's activities and our licensees' responsibilities. On September 11, 
nuclear facilities went to the highest level of security and since then licensees have taken 
additional actions to strengthen security even further. This includes increased patrols, 
augmented security forces and capabilities, additional security posts, heightened coordination 
with law enforcement and military authorities and limited access of personnel and vehicles to 
the site. 

As 01e of its top priorities, the NRC initiated a comprehensive review of every aspect of 
its safeguards and security requirements. New requirements to bolster defenses resulting 
from the review have been incorporated in orders issued to all nuclear power plant licensees. 

Your comments are important to us and we thank you for sharing them with us . 
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Dear Dr. Meserve, . 
The recent_ jet-bombings of civ!li~n:targei.cast u.s. 

nuclear security standards written'in"19&?qn a dim light. 
Our 35-~ear-old regulations were yltitten before the world 
knew ci:rmes of the magnitude of 'ltte bombings in Okla
homa C~o/· atthe World Trade Centehmc1 ~f the very heart 
of our m1h~~ry, The Pentagon. Before Chernobyl and Tokai 
were reaJ1t1es. 

History demands nuclear security be strengthened and 
has placed the resp~nsibility and leadership squarely into 
~our hands. Hardening of U.S. nuclear installations, par
tr?ularly spent fuel storage, is urgent. Only with great vi
sion and courage can we meet the monumental challenge 
to secure the U.S. nuclear compl?x. May you have both. 

Respectful 

Sincerely, 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook 

CHAIRMAN RICHARD A. MESERVE 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Washington, o.c. 20555 


